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L OOK SH A R P
Susanna Bilardo (left) &
Alexandra Moeck
Enoki, Adelaide, SA;
(08) 8271 5500 or
enoki.com.au.

ROOM NOTES (03) Super White Dolomite benchtop, CDK Stone. Dover limestone pavers, Eco
Outdoor. Eveneer joinery in Charred, Elton Group. Inlite pendant, Insight Lighting. Major stools,
Agostino & Brown. Tura pull handles, Pittella. Natucer ‘Piastrella’ splashback tiles, Academy Tiles.
Text
Spotted gum ceiling. ROOM NOTES (04) Custom joinery in Dulux Everglade (island) and Dulux
Palace Stone (rear) by In Vogue Kitchens & Joinery for Brett Mickan Interior Design. Super White
Quartz benchtops and splashback, Granite & Marble Works. Wolf wall ovens and cooktop. Sub-Zero
fridge, Winning Appliances. Rubn pendant light, Fred International. Kitchen mixer, CEA Design.
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WELL
CON N EC T ED
Brett Mickan
Brett Mickan Interior Design,
Surry Hills, NSW;
bmid.com.au.

“Our objective was to create a large and
super-functional kitchen for homeowners who
are passionate cooks,” says interior designer
Brett Mickan. “They didn’t want it to dominate
the space, but instead to have a seamless
connection to the adjoining family room.”
To achieve this, Brett opted for a generous,
smooth-lined island, the shape of which is
inspired by the curve in a nearby bay window.
“The base was finished in a colour that picks
up on the kitchen’s garden view,” says Brett.
Previously, this space had been partially closed
off from the family area. “Now, much more light
flows through and we’ve made the kitchen far
more suitable for the way this family of six likes
to live day-to-day.” >
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AUSTRALIAN HOUSE & GARDEN

Text by Carli Philips (3) & Sarah Pickette (4). Photography by Jenah Piwanski (3) & Pablo Veiga (4).

The brief for this minimalist Adelaide Hills
kitchen by Enoki (left) was for something
“hard-wearing and full of durable materials
that would suit the hard-working rural location”,
says Enoki director Susanna Bilardo. At the crux
of the home’s T-shaped plan, the focal point is
an angular island bench topped in Super White
Dolomite, chosen for its density and tonal
variety. Adding to the monochrome palette is
Dover limestone on the floor and timber veneer
for the joinery. “It’s playful, gutsy and, most
importantly, robust,” says Enoki designer
Alexandra Moeck. “It’s a place to cook,
entertain and chinwag for years to come.”

